


In the early days of cryptocurrency, centralized exchanges (CEXs) were able to lower the
entry barrier for starting investors. They provided user-friendly solutions that made
buying, selling and storing cryptocurrencies accessible. These exchanges offer a wide
variety of cryptocurrencies that can be easily bought and sold with low fees and provide
strong security features to their users. However, this does create a dilemma because
cryptocurrencies were meant to give the power back to their users through self-
custody. These centralized solutions, however, function in the same way as a bank,
removing self-custody and re-introducing a single point of failure.

In the quest for an alternative, users created the first “Decentralized Exchange” (DEX)
with Smart Contracts. These exchanges operate in a decentralized environment, so
users maintain self-custody over their funds while buying and selling cryptocurrency.
The downside of these exchanges is the high slippage costs caused by the underlying
smart contract mechanism.

Curve Finance aims to solve this problem by providing a decentralized exchange that is
optimized for low slippage trades against pegged assets such as dollar-pegged
stablecoins. Curve achieves this via its unique Automated Market Maker (AMM), a
protocol that uses a special formula to price assets. This AMM provides users with low
slippage trades and liquidity providers a steady income coming from conversion fees.

Abstract

Curve Finance

‘Automatic market-makers are one 
of the major innovations which 
decentralized finance brought.’

- Michael Egorov  (Founder Curve Finance)
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When new technological advances are introduced, the usability of the
technology is geared towards a small number of niche individuals - this
was also the case with cryptocurrencies. Centralized cryptocurrency
exchanges were able to lower the barrier of entry for the general
public by improving the user experience.

CEXs offer their customers a vast array of competitive financial
products related to cryptocurrencies such as spot and derivatives
markets. This advantage comes from centralized order books and
professional market makers that bring a lot of liquidity. Additionally,
these organizations provide their clients with high-level security in
order to protect their customer’s assets.

At the same time, when a user puts their funds on a CEX, he/she must
give up self-custody rights. This creates a dilemma as one of the main
mottos of the space is ‘not your keys, not your coins’, referring to the
fact that users do not have direct access to their personal funds, as the
exchange has them.

Preface
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As the downsides of centralized exchanges became clearer,
users started looking for, and building alternatives. This
inclination gave birth to the decentralized exchange (DEX), an
exchange built upon smart contracts.

These exchanges allow users to buy and sell cryptocurrencies
while maintaining self-custody over their funds. However,
users of DEXs often face high trading costs due to slippage
caused by the underlying smart-contract mechanism. This
results in a considerable difference between the expected
and actual price of a trade.

Curve Finance aims to solve this problem by offering users a
DEX that is optimized to execute low slippage trades between
stablecoins and other pegged assets which are meant to
have the same market value. Their uniquely developed
Automated Market Maker (AMM) uses a special formula to
price assets, making it possible for users to avoid
unnecessarily high slippage fees.

Curve Finance| Problem statement 
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Curve Finance, previously named StableSwap which was
launched in 2020, aims to provide traders with low slippage
trades on stablecoins and other pegged assets. Most of the
current DEXs can’t offer this service to their clients due to
their underlying trading mechanisms.

For a DEX to function in a decentralized environment, it
utilizes smart contracts, which combine the concepts of a
liquidity pool and an Automated Market Maker (AMM). The
liquidity pool typically holds two cryptocurrencies that users
deposit, thus providing liquidity to the system which users
and traders can use to perform an exchange.

An AMM refers to the smart contract algorithms that are
used to determine the correct value of the assets
bought/sold by the end-user.

Overview

Curve Finance| Solution
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Overview

The team behind Curve Finance saw that most of the
implemented AMM models couldn’t offer low slippage
trades on stable assets. Therefore, Curve decided to tackle
this gap in the market.

These pools consist of cryptocurrencies that behave in a
similar manner, with an emphasis on price volatility. High
volatility creates high slippage costs as the value of the
assets can deviate, disturbing the balance of the liquidity
pool. So, the low volatility of the assets used on Curve
typically results in minimal slippage.

The reduced-price fluctuations of stablecoins and other
pegged assets provide a platform that offers minimal price
slippage as well as an efficient ‘savings account’ for
liquidity providers on the platform.
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In order to provide low slippage and low fees when trading
stablecoins such as USDC, DAI, USDT and pegged assets such as
and wrapped BTC. Curve Finance has combined two concepts
which are known as the Constant Price and Constant Product
formulas.

These formulas represent ways on how to group two assets in a
liquidity pool. In both formulas, X and Y represent the pooled
assets present inside of the liquidity pool. The K represents the
element that is meant to stay constant as people trade in-and-out
of a liquidity pool.

As users and traders get in-and-out of the liquidity pool, the
balance of the assets within the pool changes. These usually start
at the most balanced point of 50/50 and then the dynamics of the
market changes the pool’s balance over time.

Curve’s Foundations



Curve’s Foundations
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The downside of the Constant Price formula is that it by design
allows the liquidity pool to be fully drained as the price of an asset
will always remain the same regardless of the existing balance in
the pools.

On the other hand, the Constant Product has gained a lot of
popularity as the algorithm auto-adjusts the price, ensuring that
there is always liquidity at any price. The disadvantage of this
model is that it requires enormous liquidity for slippage not to get
unnoticed – the price goes up exponentially as we travel away
from equilibrium.

By combining both concepts, Curve Finance merges both: the
Constant Price formula allows users to have no slippage, but it is
not ideal because the liquidity pool can run out of tokens. The
Constant Product is self-regulating; however, the user gets a lot of
slippage.



Curve’s Algorithm
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When the pool is very balanced, Stableswap looks a lot like the
Constant Price formula which offers low slippage. As the pool
becomes less balanced, the Stableswap algorithm begins to look
more like the Constant Product formula. Thus, swapping then
becomes expensive and the market is incentivized to bring the pool
back to balance.

This change is measured by a particular factor called Χ (Chi) factor.
This allows the algorithm to amplify the Constant Price portion of
the equation which allows the end-user to experience less slippage.

As seen on the right where Χ = 0, when the pool is very out of
balance, meaning that the two pooled tokens are very far away
from being 50/50, the Χ factor will decrease. On the other hand, if
the pool is close to a 50/50 balance, the Χ factor will increase giving
the end-user one of the most competitive pricing mechanisms in all
crypto, where very little is given away through slippage.
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• Curve Finance has become one of the ‘money-legos’ within DeFi,
meaning that a lot of other protocols are built on top of it. This
implies that there is, generally, very high confidence within the
market that Curve is a solid project where one’s funds are safe.

• The protocol has been audited by the most competent firms such
as Trail of Bits, Quantstamp and DeFiSafety. During the audits, no
major risks were found. Notably, Curve Finance had a grade of 93%
given by the DeFiSafety team where the biggest fault was the lack
of formal testing. This, although not ideal, has been favored by the
test of time.

• At the same time, this does not eliminate risks completely as,
whenever you join Curve, you’re also accepting the systemic risks
from the coins in the pool. For example, if you do not want to have
exposure to USDT, then you cannot join a pool containing USDT.

Audit



Curve Finance is a DEX specifically designed to offer traders
low slippage trades on stablecoins and steady, low-risk
earnings for liquidity providers. Curve is one of the most
popular DeFi platforms as the protocol favors stability and
composability over volatility and speculation.

Currently, the protocol is entrusted with $9.6B in value locked
across 10 different blockchains, with most of the platform’s
activity still occurring on Ethereum. On average, the pool’s
trading volume varies from $200 to $500 million dollars per
day. This puts it as the third most used platform in DeFi by
spot trading volume.

Curve was the first DEX to revolutionize the trading of
stablecoins and pegged assets and has managed to hold its
position as an important platform in the cryptocurrency
market until this day.

Use Cases

Curve Finance| Use Cases
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Low Risk Yield 
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Low Slippage Swaps
Stablecoin and pegged asset conversion is Curve’s forte. Curve can offer
these low slippage trades by accommodating liquidity pools of similarly
behaving assets. Together with their unique Stableswap AMM, the volatility
between the assets in the liquidity pool has been reduced to a minimum.
For instance, a user can convert $1M from DAI into USDC at a total cost of
$68 dollars – a slippage of 0.0068%. For comparison, Binance would offer a
similar swap with 0.1% slippage, costing the user 14 times as much.

Source: curve.fi

A liquidity pool cannot exist without the corresponding liquidity. To
encourage liquidity providers, the protocol integrates with other DeFi
platforms to reward and incentivize liquidity providers to join the Curve
platform. These additional income streams compensate for the earnings
from the low slippage trades, allowing the liquidity provider to earn a yield
of 3-7% on their dollar-denominated stablecoins. This provides a compelling
argument to get some exposure as a liquidity provider on Curve.

Source: curve.fi/pools?
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Partners & Ecosystem

Curve Finance launched in 2020 and has since
then revolutionized the use and popularity of
AMMs. This solution has attracted thousands of
cryptocurrency traders as well as other
established DeFi protocols within DeFi to
integrate their products into Curve Finance.

This includes platforms such as Yearn Finance
and Compound, a yield aggregator and lending
marketplace respectively, both of which are solid
pillars within DeFi.

The proliferation of stablecoins and pegged
derivatives throughout DeFi also gave rise to
platforms such as Convex Finance, Frax Finance
and many other Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations to integrate the Curve platform
within their ecosystem. This allows them to offer
their own users low-risk, sustainable yields.
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Community
Since the founding of Curve Finance, the protocol has gained
popularity among individuals and organizations native to the
cryptocurrency market. Curve’s unique use-case for low slippage
trades and a steady income for liquidity providers have taken the
market by storm.

The protocol has gained a massive following among various
communication channels. Twitter is its largest communication
channel with a total of 290K followers. Many enthusiasts want to
stay up-to-date as the protocol keeps revolutionizing the scene.

The involvement of the community is also illustrated in the voting
rounds of the protocol as it, in most instances, will have an impact
on the yields that the liquidity providers receive. This has
repercussions on a lot of platforms that are built around the Curve
Finance ecosystem. Curve Finance manages to align the incentives
of its stakeholders very well in the process.

Website: curve.fi

Whitepaper: curve.fi/files/crypto-pools-
paper.pdf

GitHub: github.com/curvefi

Twitter: twitter.com/CurveFinance

Telegram: t.me/curvefi

Discord: discord.com/CurveFinance

Reddit: reddit.com/CurveFinance

News: news.curve.fi/

Social channels

https://curve.fi/files/crypto-pools-paper.pdf
https://curve.fi/files/crypto-pools-paper.pdf
https://discord.com/invite/9uEHakc
https://www.reddit.com/r/CurveFinance/
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▪ Senior Software 
Engineer at LinkedIn

▪ Founder of 
NuCypher

Michael Egorov
CEO/Founder

*This page does not include the entire team.

Experience

Julien Bouteloup 
Core Team Member 

Experience

▪ Director at Doshup

▪ Founder of Flyingcarpet

▪ Founder Stake Capital 
Group



Michael Egorov
CEO/Founder
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The founder and current CEO of Curve is Michael Egorov. Michael is an experienced scientist and
physicist and has graduated from the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology. Before entering the
crypto industry, Michael worked at LinkedIn as a Senior Software Engineer. He developed configuration
tools that provide and manage hundreds of products deployed across tens of thousands of servers.

After working at LinkedIn, he co-founded the organization NuCypher. The company provides data
protection and encryption that allows users to move information and computation to the cloud securely.
During his time at NyCypher, Michael started to research DeFi topics such as liquid staking and this
research would later develop into the special algorithm of Curve Finance.

Julien Bouteloup 
Core Team Member

Julien Bouteloup is one of the core team members of Curve Finance and he is a well-known figure in the
cryptocurrency market. Bouteloup has founded multiple companies which were all in some way
involved in blockchain technology or artificial intelligence.

One of his business endeavors is called “Flyingcarpet”, which connects analytics-hungry businesses with
a pool of data scientists who compete to create world-leading analytics-extraction models from rich
visual data, such as drones and satellite imagery.

He is currently acting as the director of Doshup, an organization that uses Artificial Intelligence, and
Blockchain to build decentralized web, mobile, and hardware projects. Bouteloup joined the protocol in
January 2020, and since then, his importance within the protocol became increasingly important.
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The team of Curve Finance is small, but it consists of very knowledgeable people who have delivered a revolutionizing product in the
cryptocurrency space. The project is fully open-source which means that its progress and contributions can be monitored live on the
Github platform. The platform displays that there are six team members currently contributing to the development of Curve.

The DEX and its Stableswap algorithm have enabled the possibility for cryptocurrency traders and organizations to trade stablecoins
and pegged assets that provide low slippage trades. Before Curve, this was a recurring problem for traders and protocols that couldn’t
seem to be solved. This makes the achievement of the team extraordinary, and the development of the protocol is therefore closely
watched as it has become a foundational block in the DeFi ecosystem.

The team is currently also trying to solve the problem of impermanent loss which gave birth to the next generation of Curve liquidity
pools, better known as Curve v2 - the whitepaper was released in June 2021. This problem occurs when the balance in the liquidity pool
is disturbed due to the price fluctuations of the assets in the pool. This problem is one of the biggest challenges in the cryptocurrency
market and solving this problem would be a remarkable development for the industry, attracting even more sticky liquidity to DeFi.

Conclusion



Ticker: $CRV
General

Token Type
Rank
Market Cap
Fully Diluted Market Cap
Total Circulating Supply
Total Supply

ERC20
106
$ 1,391,469,098
$ 4,095,757,570
1,152,662,499 $CRV
3,303,030,299 $CRV

Pricing

Price in USD
All time high in USD
All time low in USD
Price in BTC
Price in ETH

$ 1.24
$ 6.90
$ 0.33
₿ 0.00004104
Ξ 0.000673

Inflation

Yearly Supply Inflation
Yearly Inflation Rate

Interesting Facts

234,864,000 $CRV per year
36.73% 

Price at Token Generation Event (TGE)

TGE Price 
TGE Date

Total USD Raised

$ 6.90
14/08/2020

$0

Distribution

Total Token Holders
Supply in Top 100 Addresses
Total Locked Supply

72,021
1,683,366,370 $CRV (includes vested tokens)
503,430,018 $CRV 

Ocean Protocol| Coin MetricsCurve Finance| Coinmetrics

Each year the inflation 
decreases by 16% 
compared to previous year



Distribution
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Like many other DeFi native protocols, the launch of the $CRV token
happened without many outside investments, with the initial
creation of the token’s value coming from the team and early
ecosystem participants.

The $CRV token officially launched on August 13th, 2020, with no
tokens in circulation and an initial release rate of 2M $CRV tokens
per day. This flow of tokens is distributed mainly to liquidity
providers who are thus incentivized to provide liquidity on the Curve
Finance platform.

It is important to note that any tokens allocated to the Team,
Employees and Shareholders have vesting schedules which last up
to four years. In the meantime, the clock of liquidity continues
ticking as the $CRV token keeps being distributed across the main
users of its platform: approximately 57% of the total supply.

11%

70%

7%

12%

Initial Supply Distribution

Pre-CRV Liquidity
Providers

Shareholders (Team
and Investors)

Employees

Community Reserve

62%

30%

3% 5%
Total Supply Distribution (%)

Liquidity Providers

Shareholders (Team
and Investors)

Employees

Community Reserve



$CRV Token Utility

The main purpose of the $CRV token is to make its participants
engage with the protocol and share benefits as the Curve
Finance platform grows. Currently, $CRV has three main use
cases: boosting rewards, staking and governance.

In order to get these benefits, Curve has integrated a vote-
escrowed token or $veCRV. A vote escrowed $veCRV is a token
that can be locked in for a period of up to four years. If you
lock 100 $CRV for one year, you will get 25 $veCRV. If you lock
for four years, you will get 100 $veCRV which is the maximum.
This increases your voting power and the boost you can have
on your capital while providing liquidity.

LTO Network | TokenomicsCurve Finance| Tokenomics

Boosting
Vote locking your $CRV tokens and converting them into
$veCRV can earn you a boost up to 2.5x on your existing
liquidity. Thus, you can increase a 3% yearly yield on
stablecoins up to 7.5% under certain conditions.

Staking
Locking $CRV into $veCRV will also give you the right to earn a
portion of the trading fees generated by the Curve platform.
From the 19th of September 2020, 50% of all trading fees are
distributed to $veCRV holders.

Governance
$veCRV token holders decide which pools get the $CRV tokens
which are distributed daily. These additional $CRV tokens allow
your pool to get the yield boost. $veCRV token holders can also
participate in deciding the development of the protocol by
voting on the submitted proposals.



Flow of the $CRV Token
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By introducing the $veCRV token, Curve has popularized a
mechanism that allows to align incentives of $CRV token
holders to Curve’s incentives.

By vote locking $CRV, $CRV tokens are temporarily taken out
of the circulating supply and thus cannot be sold – this is
good for the Curve protocol. Moreover, $veCRV is non-
transferrable so vote-lockers are committed to their position
for the duration of the lock.

At the same time, $CRV vote-lockers benefit from this model
as well: they receive 50% of Curve’s trading fees which are
paid in stablecoins. Also, certain Curve pools will also get
rewarded with $CRV via gauge weights. Gauge weights
determine how many $CRV tokens will be allocated to each
pool from a fixed number of $CRV tokens, programmed to
be distributed daily. This distribution can only be voted
upon if you hold $veCRV tokens.
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Flow of the $CRV Token

Source: Twitter @Riley_gmi

This circular mechanism has created an interesting incentive
structure that has a lot of game theory.

On one hand, locking $CRV and holding $veCRV gives you a boost
on your provided liquidity and a portion of the platform's fees. In
return, you must lock $CRV for a long period of time which has an
opportunity cost.

This has led a lot of external platforms and DAOs to try to
accumulate $CRV tokens to convert them into $veCRV. In this way,
they can offer their own users additional benefits which would be
very hard to achieve for a single individual – notably Convex
Finance owns 51% of all $veCRV tokens.

Despite its clear first-mover advantage, other platforms aim to
offer similar and superior services than Convex Finance. This has
led to the term of ‘Curve Wars’ where different protocols aim to
accumulate and lock as many $CRV tokens as possible.
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Coin Metrics

The total supply of $CRV tokens is set to 3,303,030,299. This figure is not set in stone, it is merely a limit that is reached due to Curve
Finance’s inflation system. Initial inflation is set at 279.6M $CRV tokens per year and decreases 16% year-over-year. This eventually
reaches a limit in 357 years after the protocol’s establishment where the last token will be emitted.

Currently, there are 1152M $CRV tokens in circulation, with the maximum supply set at 3303M tokens this means that 34.89% of all
tokens are now in circulation. This is because $CRV tokens are planned to be distributed for hundreds of years and some of the core
team’s and shareholder tokens still need to be released as they are vested. The distribution of the token seems quite fair, as the top 100
wallet addresses contain 1683M $CRV tokens. Compared to the total supply this is quite a lot, however, it is worth mentioning that the
top 100 addresses include vested tokens, exchanges and grouped pools of $CRV accumulators that convert the token into $veCRV.

The inflationary model of Curve has been quite hard on the ecosystem, more specifically on the token price. At the same time, we can
argue that the $CRV token distribution has incentivized a lot of DeFi participants, having gathered many token holders with well-over
72,021 wallets. Lastly, 44.71% of circulating $CRV tokens have been converted into $veCRV and will be locked in for an average of 3.63
years. This phenomenon will likely lead to less selling pressure on the token which, when combined with the decreased yearly inflation,
might result in $CRV scarcity on the open market.

𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

2𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦/4
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌: 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 279,600,000
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Token allocation

When determining the value of the $CRV token as well as its future value, it is important to consider
that there is still a significant amount of inflation on a yearly basis, at least for the next 2-5 years.

The value of the $CRV token comes from the utilities that come with it, and these utilities can only
be accessed if a $CRV token is locked for a period of up to four years and converted into $veCRV. If
you have locked $CRV into $veCRV you can use the token for governance, boosting your own
liquidity provision rewards and shared rewards from the platform’s fees.

This is a novel approach that gives the $CRV token utmost importance within the ecosystem. This is
a growing trend with three projects already getting ahead, and locking $CRV into $veCRV: these are
Convex Finance, Yearn Finance and StakeDAO.

Value of the $CRV token

Like many of the projects that were early in DeFi, Curve Finance’s token distribution is fairly even as it is designed to grow the
protocol organically. To highlight this fact, it is relevant to compare the initial supply distribution with the total supply distribution.

Most notably liquidity providers go from 11% to 62% of the total distribution. The shareholders decrease their token allocation
from 70% to 30%. There is no denying that this contributes to the token allocation becoming more decentralized. This is an
indication of a healthy ecosystem where new players come in naturally.
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Future roadmap

As one of the most active DAOs in DeFi, Curve Finance
does not have a delineated roadmap for the next few
years. The current tokenholders, specifically those that
hold $veCRV, are incentivized to improve the current
product. This can include starting discussions and voting
on new liquidity pools being created, changing
parameters within existing liquidity pools or other plans
that develop the future of Curve.

Curve Finance does have one main objective, which is the
reduction or vanishing of impermanent loss which is a
very well-known problem within AMM pools that hold two
different assets.

With the recent release of the Curve v2 whitepaper, the
team shares how they aim to reduce impermanent loss.
This will hopefully lead to more liquidity providers and
volume coming to the Curve platform: the graph on the
right displays the volume share of the top 5 decentralized
exchanges, with Uniswap still leading.

Source: dao.curve.fi/dao

Source: Delphi Digital – Top 5 Ethereum Spot DEXes by Volume Share



Listing

Volume on exchanges
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Binance
12%

HitBTC
7%

ZB 18%

OKX 6%

Other
57%

The Curve Finance token was launched at the
beginning of Q3 in 2020 with a small percentage
of the supply being distributed among the early
liquidity providers on the platform. The token was
listed on Binance within 5 minutes after the
launch, which caused extreme price fluctuations.
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Hodl
Score
79%

*Categories differentiate in weight measurements to determine the final Hodl score 
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General remarks

Long term investment

Curve Finance| Final conclusion

As with most DeFi platforms, the protocols are forced to balance rewards distributed to community members versus creating
mechanisms to lock some of the tokens from the circulating supply. The first approach will attract volume which will be looking for
yields, but on its own, it would lead to the demise of the protocol’s reward system given enough time. This is because most members
would sell $CRV tokens on the open market, making future rewards less valuable.

That is why the introduction of the $veCRV token is so impactful as it allows Curve to distribute rewards, but most of these rewards will
be given to individuals who have proven their long-term commitment to the Curve Finance platform by locking $CRV and holding
$veCRV. For a platform that has been around for less than two years, the market seems to value the long-term prospects of the $CRV
token, as more of it keeps locked away as $veCRV. On top of this, stablecoin market share continues to grow (one of Curve’s primary
markets) and in the medium-term, holding the token allows you to boost the yield in your pools substantially (up to 2.5x).

Back in 2019, a whitepaper was released which aimed to solve big inefficiencies in the DEX market. This resulted in the development of
Curve Finance and months later the $CRV and $veCRV tokens.

Curve has allowed a considerable increase in capital efficiency for liquidity pools that hold two assets that are meant to represent a
similar value, for instance stablecoins such as USDT,USDC,DAI or renBTC and WBTC - both representations of Bitcoin on Ethereum. This
has led to liquidity providers having low to no impermanent loss on their deposits, a very frequent problem seen in most liquidity
pools. Also, a very vibrant ecosystem has sparked around the voting power of the $veCRV token.



Risks and threats
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Importance of Curve pools for de-peg events

Curve has cemented itself as the main platform for stablecoin trades and peg preservation i.e.
assets keep trading one-for-one. This has severe consequences when liquidity pools become
unbalanced: holding a different ratio than a 50/50 share of two coins, or 25/25/25/25 share of
four coins as for example in the UST pool on Curve. As we can observe on the right, this is a
screenshot of the pool, hours after the initial UST de-peg occurred. The pool was flooded with
UST, making the other assets in the pool scarcer and thus, swapping from UST into another
stablecoin incurred significant slippage – over 10% as seen on the right.

In the case of UST, there wasn’t significant demand to restore the peg, however, short-term de-
pegs happen on a frequent basis and, as long as the market has confidence in all assets, the
balance will typically be restored. At the same time, bigger de-pegs will typically cause several
liquidations as many platforms use Curve’s pricing to track the value of certain assets. Once the
price goes below a certain threshold, some leveraged positions will usually get liquidated.

$CRV inflation outpacing $CRV locking

As we have covered extensively in this report, there is a fine balance playing out, with $CRV rewards being distributed across liquidity pools
and $CRV being locked to receive all the boosting, stacking and governance benefits of $veCRV. The question is whether the goal of
accumulating $CRV and locking it for $veCRV becomes unprofitable below a certain price level of the $CRV token as boosting is achieved by
distributing $CRV tokens across many liquidity pools.
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This report is created and authored by Hodl.nl Management B.V,. (Hodl) and is published and provided for informational purposes only. The information
in the report constitutes Hodl’s own opinions and it should not be regarded as a description of services provided by Hodl.

The opinions expressed in the report are for general informational purposes only and are not intended to provide specific financial advice or
recommendations for any individual or on any cryptocurrency. It is only intended to provide education about cryptocurrencies. It is very important to do
your own analyses before making any investments based on your own personal circumstances. You should take independent financial advice from a
professional in connection with, or independently research and verify, any information that you find in our report and wish to rely upon, whether for the
purpose of making an investment decision or otherwise. The views reflected in the commentary are subject to change at any time without notice.

Hodl.nl Management B.V. is registered with the Dutch regulator, Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM). Hodl.nl Management B.V. is acting as administrator
for the following funds: Hodl.nl Consensus Fund with registration number 50025133 and Hodl.nl Genesis Fund with registration number 50025134.
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